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i have used eclipse for years now. this is by far the best java ide out there. i would highly recommend it for all java
developer, with the exception of linux (intellij for linux is pretty bad). i really feel that someone who insists on using eclipse
for java development is a bit old and should just move on to a new platform. i can do that with eclipse, "close project" +
"open project". but i prefer to choose it for my whole solution and not only the current project. and there's no point in
closing everything if i don't want to work with it anymore for whatever reason. not a linux user. but rather a simple user of
eclipse. there are many things i like about it. it is fast, it has many plugins and very customizable. the second reason is that
it is open source. it would not be here for me had it not been open source. i understand eclipse has more market share
because of its free status but in my experience its superior to idea only in a handful of things. the code evaluation is
horrible. and as someone already mentioned the debugger. the refactoring and suggestions feature is impressive, but it can
not offer the same because they dont work on java class files. its just not possible. with eclipse, the more recent java api
are there, but if you need something old, you have to add it yourself. with intellij you have the features right in there,
without adding extra stuff like external jars. also, its pretty easy to actually setup a nice looking stylesheet in eclipse and
configure you ide that way, no external jars needed and you have it even for the most beginner user. id have to write about
that too i guess. but over all, i love my ide, i love my debugging experience and i love that i can just focus on the coding
and not the ide itself. perhaps this makes me simply use the ide for that task and try to use eclipse and the rest of eclipse
based ides for everything else, but that works well for me.
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the process the next step is to download a data sample. this tutorial will work using the mnist data set. you can find the full
mnist dataset at https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/gcs/tutorial/retrieving-images-from-mnist/ . the data file is
a comma-separated file with two values per image: the pixel values for each digit. the relevant columns for our model are

the 3 red columns. you can get the data as a csv file from the web page. ok i have used eclipse for years but now its java ee
courseware is making me realize how limited a plain javaee app can be. i want to start using springboot, gwt, jasperreports,

jpa,.. and idea for some reason does not seem to like any jpa related stuff, error happens on the 1st line of code. it is like
old eclipse times of the past. if you could just specify a database connection in your code it would be so nice. without that i
am at the mercy of the one time setup. i tried restarting idea, remove netbeans, remove android sdk, reinstall everything
(even plugins) but it made no difference. why does it "just work" when i start the netbeans standalone android app? with

idea it just refuses to start and there is no reason for it. what is the deal here? with eclipse, i do not remember any missing
plugins. i have tons installed and i am not in search of new ones since i rarely develop with more than one ide. at the

moment i am using it for android development which is a separate class and it works great. netbeans ide is my ide of choice
for java and javascript but i have started to realize that i need more. i have started to try idea ( a colleague recommended it

and since i was using eclipse, i needed to know what it was all about). i am beginning to realize i need to add jee features
with springboot and let me use jpa. i am in it and this is new to me. i did code for several years in vb and pascal before i

started to develop in java. i do not want to do java ee web development but i need to start some java ee courseware and i
am finding it too difficult to juggle between the 2 ides. it is like trying to drive a car while a toddler is swinging on your leg. i
would not be doing java/js/android if i was not driven to work with it and the it industry. like i said in a previous paragraph i

would not be able to do java/js/android without the it/ites industry. so which ide would you recommend? it seems that
nobody is using java anymore. is it true? 5ec8ef588b
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